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On Classifying whether Two Texts are on the
Same Side of an Argument
Same Side Stance Classification

Contributions

– S3C shared task introduced at 6th Workshop on
Argument Mining [Stein et al., 2021]
– to ease the difficulty of argument stance classification
– only argument similarity within stances needs to be
learned to successfully solve the task
– in contrast to actual stance classification which
requires a substantial amount of domain knowledge
to identify whether an argument is in favor or against
a certain issue

– Reproduction of shared task in its original form as well as the best-performing
approach at the S3C shared task by [Ollinger et al., 2021]. Development of new
transformer-based approaches which improve upon the state of the art.
– Renewed assessment of the original S3C shared task dataset, and compilation
of new training and test sets that enable a more realistic evaluation scenario.
– Compilation of an additional, hand-crafted test set consisting of adversarial
cases, such as negations and references to contrary positions within single
arguments, to investigate the hypothesis underlying S3C in particular.
Code and data: github.com/webis-de/EMNLP-21

Experiment 1: Optimization

Experiment 2: Bias Control
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Experiment 3: Adversarial Test Cases
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argument to synonymous expressions with the
same stance
Argument: uses an argument from the same
topic and stance, but semantically completely
different regarding the first one
Citation: repeats or summarizes the first
argument, expresses agreement or rejection (a
case frequently occurring in the dataset)
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– Manually crafted hard adversarial test set
– 175 cases total, based on 25 short, distinct
arguments from the “gay marriage” topic, express
their stance clearly
– Construct new arguments of distinct types to
obtain two pairs (same & opposing stance):
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Misclassified pairs from previous disjoint test set
experiment reveal typical cases which require
certain logical inference capabilities.
For adversarial cases, even our best model only
achieves 43.4% Accuracy (41.7% F1-score):
– Successfully captures shallow semantic
similarity between arguments (Paraphrase)
– Not capable to predict the semantically more
challenging types (Argument and Citation)
– Completely overlooks Negation, leading to
opposing stance
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Conclusions
– Recent transformer models improve over the state of the art in the
S3C shared task. With 73.7% F1-score, the best performance is
achieved by the ALBERT base v2 model.
– S3C shared task’s experimental setup suffers from overfitting, yielding
overly optimistic results. A manually crafted test set of adversarial
cases shows that all models fail on adversarial cases involving
negation and citation of opposing arguments.
– For a more realistic evaluation scenario, training and test set pairs
should be sampled from distinct sets of arguments.
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– When the training set involves re-occurring arguments in different
pairings, machine learning models should pay particular attention to
measures against overfitting. For instance, a validation set should not
be randomly sampled from the training set.
– Our best models struggle to accurately predict the cross-topic
scenario, or complex cases involving different arguments expressing
the same stance. For such cases, topic-specific knowledge and a
deeper semantic representation of individual arguments than those
encoded by current transformer models would be needed.
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